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Abstract 

We examine the proposition that individual differences in the capacity for ideological thought 

act as a switching mechanism in candidate judgment, increasing reliance on policy 

considerations and decreasing reliance on the heuristic cue of party identification and on 

perceptions of candidate character when ideological capacity is high, and exerting the opposite 

effect – decreasing the role of issues and increasing the role of party ID and candidate qualities – 

when such capacity is low. Using American National Election Studies data from the 1984-2000 

period, we find that ideological thinking consistently heightens reliance on issues and decreases 

reliance on candidate cues.  We discuss the mechanisms by which ideological thinking regulates 

political choice, and assert its centrality in the political decision-making process.  
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The question of ideological thinking in the American electorate has preoccupied 

political scientists for nearly four decades. Enduring interest in the topic is based on what it 

implies about citizen competence, in particular, the capacity to comprehend and respond 

normatively to the character of elite political conflict.  Early work on the topic focused on the 

nature and degree of ideological thinking in the mass public, and on basic conceptual, 

methodological, and epistemological issues.1  More recent work has established the scope and 

impact of ideological thinking on mass political choice, and identified the dispositional factors 

that moderate when ideological thinking is likely to occur.  This body of research indicates that 

strong partisans, the educated, the politically knowledgeable, those with cognitively accessible 

ideological reference points, and conceptual “ideologues” – all putative antecedents or indicators 

of a crystallized ideological outlook – evidence stronger relations between ideological self-

identification on one hand and policy attitudes,2 political values,3 partisan affiliation,4 candidate 

evaluation,5 and vote choice,6 on the other.   

One of the major conclusions in this literature is that the capacity for ideological thought 

conditions how citizens perceive and evaluate objects in the political world.  Whereas 

sophisticates are attuned to the abstract liberal/conservative character of political debate, 

nonsophisticates respond to political stimuli using simpler and more proximal (i.e., object-

specific) considerations.  Within the electoral realm, this suggests the existence of systematic 

differences in the types of information that voters attend to and habitually rely upon in forming 

their impressions of presidential candidates.  In this research, we test a straightforward 

implication of this idea, variations of which have been hinted at in the literature in political 

psychology and political behavior,7 but never subjected to direct empirical scrutiny.  In 

particular, we examine whether individual differences in ideological thought act as a switching 

mechanism in candidate judgment, increasing reliance on policy considerations and decreasing 

reliance on the heuristic cue of party identification and on perceptions of candidate character 
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when ideological capacity is high, and exerting the opposite effect – decreasing the role of issues 

and increasing the role of party and candidate qualities – when such capacity is low.  

In the next section, we briefly situate the switching mechanism hypothesis within the 

context of dual-process theories of persuasion in social psychology,8 and within the work on 

cognitive heuristics and low information rationality in political science.9  These frameworks 

provide a strong conceptual basis for understanding when and why citizens will rely on easy-to-

use “heuristic” information in their evaluation of candidates (e.g., personality assessments), and 

when, in contrast, they will rely on more difficult (but highly diagnostic) types of information 

(i.e., issues).   

 

Dual-Process Thinking and Candidate Judgment 

Dual-process theories in social psychology have shown that a wide variety of judgments 

and decisions are mediated by one of two qualitatively different modes of reasoning.10  When 

cognitive ability and processing motivation are high, judgments are characterized by extensive 

information processing and high levels of scrutiny to the central merits of an advocacy.  In 

contrast, when ability and motivation are low, judgments are mediated by the use of simple rules 

of thumb that require little cognitive effort.  Importantly, dual-process frameworks posit that 

information processing is strategic, such that individuals maximize their judgmental confidence 

by attending to the most diagnostic information when cognitive capacity is high, but switch to 

less diagnostic but easier-to-process information to achieve confidence when the capacity for 

elaborative thought is low.11  

That differences in cognitive capacity and processing motivation induce systematic 

variation in the use of low- and high-effort judgment strategies has direct implications for 

understanding when different types of electoral judgment strategies may prevail.  According to 

the normative rational voter model, candidate policy stands are the most diagnostic type of 

information for making electoral choices.12  Therefore, to maximize the “rationality” of their 
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candidate impressions, voters should attempt to obtain information about where the candidates 

stand on the issues, and then calculate the distance between their own positions and those of the 

candidates.  However, the information costs associated with the learning of candidate positions 

and the calculation of issue distances may be prohibitive for many voters.13  According to low 

information rationality models, voters can eschew the difficult calculus of comparative issue 

proximity by relying instead on cognitive shortcuts or heuristic cues in rendering candidate 

judgments.  In particular, by relying on the standing decision of party identification and on easy-

to-use information about candidate character, voters can form meaningful appraisals of the 

candidates without expending excessive amounts of cognitive energy.   

We assume that voters’ primary motivational concern in the electoral realm is to form 

“accurate” judgments of the candidates – those that square with relevant facts and available 

information.  Whether they accomplish this goal by relying principally on the high-effort 

judgment strategy of issue proximity or on a comparatively low-effort strategy involving 

partisan bias and/or candidate image should depend on their capacity for ideological thought.  

By definition, ideologically-minded citizens understand the structural basis of partisan issue 

conflict.  In the American context, such voters are likely to recognize that Democratic candidates 

typically hold liberal issue positions and that Republican candidates typically hold conservative 

issue positions.  They should also organize their own policy opinions along ideological lines.  

Given the relative ease of acquiring and using such information, issue distances should play a 

central role in the formation of comparative candidate judgments among ideological voters.  

Non-ideological voters, lacking both the requisite capacity and the incentives for systematic 

issue-based judgment, should fall back on comparatively low-effort cues in distinguishing 

between the candidates.  In this research we focus on two such non-policy alternatives, the 

heuristic cue of party identification and perceptions of candidate character.  First, as numerous 

scholars have noted, party identification is a standing decision of considerable inferential value, 

one that provides voters with a simple and readily available yardstick for making electoral 
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choices.14 Second, research indicates that judgments of presidential candidates are strongly 

rooted in assessments of candidate character.  For example, Miller, Wattenberg and Malanchuk 

found that references to the personal attributes of the candidates far outnumber references to 

issues and parties in voters’ open-ended comments about the candidates.15  By relying on 

assessments of candidate character, non-ideological voters can manage to form electoral 

judgments via familiar and well-rehearsed routines of impression formation that they employ in 

everyday life, and that require little in the way of cognitive effort or the capacity for ideological 

thinking.16 As Kinder has argued, ‘judgments of [candidate] character offer citizens a familiar 

and convenient way to manage the avalanche of information made available to them each day 

about public affairs.’17   

In sum, both dual process theories of social judgment and research on information 

shortcuts and heuristics suggest that candidate appraisal processes are likely to be quite 

heterogeneous in the electorate.  Voters who encounter problems using the difficult calculus of 

issue proximity (or direction) to judge the candidates can readily rely on their standing party 

preference and on their assessments of the candidates’ personality traits.  Previous work has 

amply shown that issues, parties, and candidates play an intimate role in voters’ appraisals of 

presidential candidates in American elections.18 What has not been established is whether the 

proclivity to organize the political world along ideological lines systematically stratifies the mass 

public’s reliance on difficult- (i.e., issues) vs. easy-to-use information (i.e., party and 

candidates).19  Using data from the 1984-2000 NES, we provide a direct test of the switching 

mechanism hypothesis by examining: (1) whether issue proximity exerts a stronger influence on 

comparative candidate judgments as the capacity for ideological thought increases, and (2) 

whether party identification and judgments of candidate character exert a stronger influence on 

candidate judgments as ideological thought decreases.  To test these hypotheses, we present 

separate OLS models of comparative candidate evaluation for each of the five election years, 

demonstrating that the switching mechanism is a highly robust phenomenon.  Then, we present 
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the results of a structural equation model using pooled data, showing that ideological thought is 

an intervening variable, driven by both cognitive ability and political involvement, and in turn, 

directly moderating voters’ degree of reliance on issues versus assessments of candidate 

character on overall candidate evaluation.   

 

Data and Measures 

Measurement of Ideological Thinking  

To assess individual differences in citizens’ propensities to employ ideological concepts 

in their political thinking, we relied on a procedure recently developed by Jacoby.20  Using 

Mokken scaling to determine the undimensionality underlying a set of empirical items, Jacoby 

found that ideological thinking in the mass public conforms to a cumulative structure, such that 

political stimuli vary widely in the extent to which the public views them in ideological terms, 

and that individuals who exhibit ideological thinking on difficult items also exhibit such thinking 

on all easier items.  For example, Jacoby found that correct ideological placement of the parties 

and candidates (e.g., perceiving the Democratic candidate as more liberal than the Republican 

candidate) occurs more frequently than consistency between ideological and party identification 

(e.g., being both conservative and Republican), which is more frequent than consistency between 

ideological identification and specific policy preferences (e.g., being liberal and opposing school 

prayer).  In our view, Jacoby’s procedure has two principle virtues as a means of assessing 

individual differences in the propensity for ideological thought.  First, it incorporates variation in 

both respondents and stimuli, producing an additive index of ideological thinking based on an 

underlying latent continuum of ideological difficulty.  Second, it does not privilege any specific 

type of attitude object in gauging ideological thinking (e.g., issue consistency), but includes a 

broad range of objects and judgments, including feelings toward and correct placement of 

ideological groups, ideological identification, and consistency between ideological identification 

on one hand, and issues, partisanship, candidate evaluation, and vote choice on the other.   
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In the present research, we do not repeat Jacoby’s scaling analysis.21 Instead, we simply 

used the items employed by Jacoby to calculate individual ideological thinking scores.  Four 

types of items were included in each election year to assess the extent to which respondents 

judged political stimuli in ideological (liberal-conservative) terms: (1) correct placement of the 

parties and candidates along the ideological continuum; (2) self-identification as liberal or 

conservative (versus moderate or no identification); (3) feeling close to the consistent ideological 

group; and (4) consistency between ideological identification on one hand, and party 

identification, feelings toward ideological groups, and individual policy attitudes on the other 

(all policy items included in the NES for a given year were used in the assessment of ideological 

thinking; see the Appendix for a listing of issues and variable numbers).22, 23 Individual scores 

were computed by summing the number of ideologically correct responses.24

 

Measurement of Issue Proximity 

We used all pre-election survey issues for which both respondent attitudes and 

respondent perceptions of the candidates’ attitudes were available.  A single issue proximity 

score was constructed for each respondent in each election year by averaging all issues for which 

the respondent provided a valid response.  As is shown in the Appendix, the NES surveys varied 

widely over election years in the number of issues that met our two inclusion requirements.  

Including ideological self-identification, this resulted in eight issues in 1984 and 1988, five 

issues in 1992, 11 issues in 1996, and 10 issues in 2000 (see the Appendix for a listing of the 

issues and NES variable numbers).  The formula used to construct issue proximity was: 

                                                                                        (Σ |Vij - Di| - |Vij - Ri|)/nj                                 

where Vij is voter j’s position on issue i, Di is the mean perception of the Democratic candidate’s 

position on issue i, Ri  is the mean perception of the Republican candidate’s position on issue i, 

and nj is the number of valid policy responses provided by voter j.25 Using respondents’ mean 

placement of the candidates rather than each respondent’s own placement helps to reduce 
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projection effects (i.e., “projecting” one’s own opinion onto the preferred candidate).26 Issue 

proximity was coded in all election years such that higher scores represented greater voter issue 

similarity with the Republican candidate.  Respondents who failed to answer at least half of the 

issue items in a given election year were excluded from all analyses.  This resulted in the 

exclusion of 7.1% of the sample across election years (rates ranged from 2.3% in 2000 to 11.0% 

in 1984). 

 

Measurement of Candidate Character 

 Following Miller et al.,27  we assessed respondents’ perceptions of candidate character 

using the open-ended likes/dislikes probes.  The likes/dislikes questions for candidates ask 

whether “there is anything in particular about [candidate] that might make you want to vote 

[FOR or AGAINST] him?”  Four follow-up probes are provided (“Anything else?”).  Thus, 

respondents are invited to provide up to five likes and five dislikes for each of the two major 

party candidates.  In constructing character assessment scores, we used the “Experience and 

Ability,” “Leadership Qualities,” and “Personal Qualities,” NES master code categories.  These 

categories capture respondents’ open-ended comments about the candidates’ personal qualities, 

including references to whether a candidate is “dependable,” “trustworthy,” “reliable,” “strong,” 

“decisive,” “experienced,” “dishonest,” and so on.28  Thus, we excluded comments not related to 

candidate qualities, such as those related to issues, parties, and groups (e.g., the master code 

categories “Domestic Issues,” “Foreign Issues,” “Group Connections,” and “Government 

Activity/Philosophy”).   These excluded categories included such comments as the candidate 

was “too liberal,” “for equality,” “anti government aid,” “pro lower taxes,” “cold war oriented,” 

and “in favour of broadening of relations with Russia.” Comparative character assessment scores 

were constructed by the formula: (PR+ND) – (PD+NR), where PR and PD represent the number of 

positive comments about the Republican and Democratic candidates, respectively, and NR and 

ND represent the number of negative comments about the Republican and Democratic 
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candidates.   Thus, comparative character assessment scores favour the Republican candidate 

when the number of positive references to the Republican candidate and the number of negative 

references to the Democratic candidate are high, and favour the Democratic candidate when the 

number of positive references to the Democratic candidate and the number of negative 

references to the Republican candidate are high. 

 

Results 

To test the switching mechanism hypothesis, three interactions terms were constructed.  

In the first, ideological thinking scores were multiplied by issue proximity scores; in the second, 

ideological thinking scores were multiplied by party identification scores; and in the third, 

ideological thinking scores were multiplied by character assessment scores.  The hypothesis that 

ideological voters rely more on issues than do non-ideological voters is captured by a positively 

signed interaction of issue proximity x ideological thinking, such that the slope for issue 

proximity increases as the propensity for ideological thinking rises.  The complementary 

hypothesis, that non-ideological voters rely more on party identification and/or on perceptions of 

candidate character than do ideological voters, is captured by negatively signed interactions of 

partisanship x ideological thinking and perceptions of candidate character x ideological thinking 

such that the slopes for partisanship and perceptions of candidate character increase as the 

propensity for ideological thought decreases.  To facilitate comparison of the coefficients within 

and between analyses, all variables were recoded to a 0 to 1 scale.  Moreover, to ease the 

interpretation of key interactions and to reduce multicollinearity between individual and cross-

product terms, all variables involved in interaction terms (i.e., ideological thinking, issue 

proximity, party identification, perceptions of candidate character) were centred about their 

means (Aiken and West 1991).29 

Estimates of the effects on summary candidate evaluation (the thermometer score for the 

Republican candidate minus the thermometer score for the Democratic candidate, recoded to a 0-
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1 scale) are shown in Table 1.  An examination of the coefficients revealed, unsurprisingly, that 

the conditional effects of partisanship, issue proximity, and character assessments (when 

ideological thinking is at its mean, i.e., 0) were significant in every election.  The table also 

reveals that the effects of issue proximity and perceptions of candidate character – but not party 

identification – are strongly conditioned in every election by respondents’ propensities for 

ideological thinking.  The coefficient for the issue proximity x ideological thinking interaction 

term is positively signed, statistically significant, and quite sizable in every election.  By 

contrast, the coefficient for the character perception x ideological thinking interaction term is 

negatively signed, statistically significant, and sizable in every election.  Finally, ideological 

thinking utterly failed to stratify the public’s reliance on the standing cue of party identification, 

as only one of the interaction terms (1992) involving party ID approached significance (and this 

coefficient was incorrectly signed).30 

To interpret more precisely the manner in which ideological thinking altered voters’ 

decision calculus, the conditional effects of issue proximity and character assessments on 

summary candidate judgment are displayed in Table 2.  The table displays the coefficients for 

each of these factors at minimum and maximum levels of ideological thinking.  As the variables 

all have a 0-1 range, they can be interpreted as the proportion of coverage on the dependent 

variable (i.e., comparative candidate evaluation) as the predictor variable moves from its 

minimum to its maximum value.  As the top rows of the table demonstrate, the effect for issues 

on candidate evaluation is considerably larger among voters who parse the political world in 

ideological terms than among voters who lack awareness of the ideological structure of politics.  

Averaged across elections, candidate evaluation scores ranged across 33.0 percent of the scale as 

a function of issue proximity when ideological thinking was at its maximum (controlling for the 

other variables in the model).  By contrast, candidate evaluation scores ranged across just 7.4 

percent of the scale as a function of issue proximity when ideological thinking was at its 

minimum.  This represents a substantial decline – more than seventy five percent – in the 
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reliance on issues in candidate judgment across levels of ideological thinking (alternatively, the 

effect of issues is more than four times larger at high than low levels of ideological thinking).  

By contrast, the bottom rows of Table 2 attest to the sharp increase in the reliance on 

assessments of candidate character as ideological thinking declines in the electorate.  While the 

moderating effect is not quite as powerful as with issues, the decline in the reliance on character 

assessments as the propensity for ideological thinking increases (averaged across elections) is 

nearly 40 percent, with candidate evaluation scores ranging across 71.2 and 43.0 percent of the 

scale as a function of character assessment at low and high levels of ideological thinking, 

respectively.  Thus, non-ideological voters would appear to compensate for their inability (or 

unwillingness) to calculate issue distances in judging the candidates by relying strongly on their 

perceptions of the candidates’ personality qualities.   

To examine the extent to which ideological and non-ideological voters rely differentially 

on issues, character assessments, and partisanship in rendering summary candidate evaluations, 

the pie charts in Figure 1 display (averaged across elections) the percentage effect of each of 

these three bases of judgment.31 As the charts show, maximally ideological voters rely in roughly 

equal measure on issues, character assessments, and partisanship in rendering evaluative 

judgments of the candidates.  To be sure, these voters do not abandon the yardstick of standing 

party preference or the notion that character perceptions are an important normative aspect in 

making such decisions.  However, ideological voters strongly supplement their stable political 

reference points and personality assessments with contemporary assessments of the candidates’ 

policy positions.  When ideological thinking falls to its mean, reliance on issues decreases 

precipitously, while reliance on character increases by half.  Finally, as the chart shows, non-

ideological voters rely heavily on character assessments and precious little on issues.  In contrast 

to the large shifts in both issues and character, the effect of party ID is remarkably stable across 

levels of ideological thinking.  
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Finally, in Figure 2, we present the results of a pooled (1984-2000) structural equation 

model (via LISREL), showing that both cognitive ability (general information about politics and 

education) and political involvement (interest in politics, political activity, and media attention) 

influence levels of ideological thinking, and that ideological thinking in turn directly moderates 

voters’ degree of reliance on both issues and assessments of candidate character on overall 

candidate evaluation.32  As the figure indicates, the model provides a very good fit to the data, 

and suggests that ideological thinking acts as a key intervening variable:  Individuals who are 

cognitively able and motivationally involved in the realm of politics are more likely than the less 

able/involved to perceive and evaluate political stimuli through an ideological lens.  Ideological 

thinking, in turn, fundamentally alters the manner in which voters judge candidates, increasing 

their reliance on issues and decreasing their reliance on character assessments when ideological 

thinking is high, and having the opposite effect when ideological thinking is low.   

 

Conclusion 

The question of ideological thinking is a longstanding and central concern in political 

science.  The public’s awareness of the left-right structure of political conflict is a primary 

marker of its political competence, with direct and even profound implications for 

communication and influence processes between elites and the mass public. According to major 

reviews on the topic, the distribution question is largely settled: the American electorate is 

neither super-sophisticated nor is it abysmally ignorant.33 But as we demonstrate, neither is it 

homogenous.  Some individuals, too few, to be sure, think abstractly about politics and form 

policy attitudes and other political beliefs that cohere both with their abstract ideological 

identifications and with each other.  A great many others parse the political world through 

narrow and object-specific lenses and exhibit very little ideological organization among their 

opinions.  In this research, we tested the proposition that ideological thinking operates as a 

switching mechanism in the candidate evaluation process, increasing the extent to which voters 
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use issues and decreasing the extent to which they use party identification and assessments of 

candidate character in forming their electoral preferences when ideological thinking is high, and 

exerting the opposite effect – increasing the role of party and character and decreasing that of 

issues – when ideological thinking is low.   

Based on dual-process theories in social psychology and low information rationality 

models in political science, our perspective is that voters approach the task of candidate 

judgment strategically, focusing on those criteria that allow them to make the most reasonably 

informed electoral choices.34  Ideologically-minded voters understand the structural basis of 

partisan political conflict, including its manifestation in the realm of policy issues.  Ideological 

voters should therefore have little cognitive difficulty in using issue information to render 

candidate judgments.  For non-ideological voters – those for whom the organizing principle of 

the liberal-conservative continuum is not an available cognitive construct – the information costs 

associated with learning the candidates’ issue positions and calculating issue distances are likely 

to be prohibitive.  We hypothesize that these voters switch to simpler criteria in rendering 

candidate judgments.  In particular, we examined whether these voters rely instead on the 

heuristic cue of party identification and on easy-to-process information about candidate 

character.  The switching mechanism proposition received considerable empirical support.  

Ideological voters relied substantially more on policy and substantially less on character 

judgments in forming appraisals of presidential candidates than did their non-ideological 

counterparts.  Moreover, these effects were large in magnitude, and consistent across all 

elections from 1984 to 2000.   However, the switching mechanism apparently did not involve 

differential use of party identification; ideological and non-ideological voters relied 

approximately equally on the standing cue of party ID.   

 Finally, the structural equation model results suggest that ideological thinking is an 

intervening variable.  Both cognitive ability and involvement in politics give rise to ideological 

thinking, which in turn moderates voters’ reliance on issues versus candidate qualities in the 
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electoral appraisal process.  One important implication of these results is captured by the distinct 

roles that issues and candidates play in this process.  In particular, while policy opinions are by 

no means entirely stable constructs,35 it is the changing cast of presidential candidates that 

provides the dynamism in American electoral politics.36  From this perspective, the electoral 

success of the Republican party over the last half century can be attributed to their nomination of 

better-liked candidates.  As we have shown here, that dynamism – in character-based electoral 

judgment – is provided disproportionately by ideologically innocent voters, that is, voters who 

tend to be low in cognitive ability and political involvement.  Thus, the short-term factors that tip 

presidential elections would seem to be driven largely by that segment of the electorate that fails 

to appreciate the ideological structure of political conflict.  

However, this is not to say that candidate judgment strategies among non-ideological 

voters are irrational.  First, given their limited ability to comprehend the liberal-conservative 

nature of political competition, such voters are arguably acting quite rationally in shifting their 

attention away from the complicated calculus of issue distances – which appears to require at 

least a modicum of ideological awareness – and toward the more familiar and well-rehearsed 

routine of personality impression formation.  Second, as previous research on judgments of 

candidate character have shown, such assessments are not based on irrelevant aspects of 

character such as the candidate’s attractiveness or physical stature.37 Rather, they centre on 

highly relevant character themes, such as the candidate’s perceived competence, integrity, and 

leadership qualities.  In sum, the switching hypothesis, which we have shown to be a highly 

robust and substantively powerful electoral phenomenon, provides ideological and non-

ideological voters alike with the tools to meaningfully appraise presidential candidates and make 

informed political choices.  
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Table 1. Summary Candidate Evaluation as a Function of Ideological Thinking, Issue Proximity, 
Party Identification, Character Assessment, and Control Variables. 
 

 
       
  Election 
       
  1984 1988 1992 1996 2000 
       
      
      
Issue Proximity .25*** .17*** .11*** .17*** .08*** 
  (.02) (.02) (.02) (.02) (.02) 
      
Party Identification .26*** .28*** .27*** .26***  .17*** 
  (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01) 
      
Character .67*** .64*** .62*** .62*** .57*** 
Assessment  (.03) (.03) (.03) (.03) (.02) 
      
Female  -.01 -.01 .00  -.02* .00 
  (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01)  (.01) 
      
Black -.08***  -.04**  -.01 -.01 -.01 
  (.01) (.01) (.01) (.01)  (.01) 
      
Ideological Thinking -.016 .01 -.015 .05***  .017 
 (.01) (.06) (.01) (.01) (.01) 
      
Ideological Thinking X  .25*** .29*** .32***  .14*  .27** 
Issue Proximity (.06) (.06)  (.06)  (.06)  (.07) 
      
      
 
Table continued on next page 
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Table 1 continued 
 
 

      
 Election 
      
  1984 1988 1992 1996 2000 
      
      
      
Ideological Thinking  X   .06 -.04 .14*** .03 .04 
Party Identification (.05) (.04) (.04) (.05) (.06) 
      
Ideological Thinking X -.28*** -.36*** -.33*** -.20* -.23** 
Character Assessment (.10) (.11) (.09) (.10) (.08) 
      
Number of Valid .01 -.05 -.01 -.06 .01 
Policy Responses (.03) (.03) (.03) (.04) (.03) 
      
Constant .60*** .60*** .50*** .55** .50***
  (.03) (.03) (.04) (.04) (.03) 
      
R2 .67 .60 .63 .69 .69 
      
N 1,553 1,520 1,632 1,252 1,695 
      
      
 
Note: Entries are OLS coefficients. Standard errors are in parentheses. *=p<.05; **=p<.01; 
***=p<.001.  
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Table 2. Effects of Issue Proximity and Character Assessment on Candidate Evaluation at 
Minimum and Maximum Levels of Ideological Thinking.  
 

 
  
 Election 
  
 1984 1988 1992 1996 2000 
      
      
      
Effect of Issue Proximity       
on Candidate Evaluation:      
      
Minimum Ideological Thinking .19 .09 .02ns .12 -.05ns

Maximum Ideological Thinking .44 .38 .34 .26 .23 
      

% Decrease (High to Low) 57% 76% 94% 54% 100% 
      
      
Effect of Character Assessment      
on Candidate Evaluation:      
      
Minimum Ideological Thinking .75 .74 .71 .69 .67 
Maximum Ideological Thinking .46 .38 .38 .49 .44 
      

     % Decrease (Low to High) 39% 49% 46% 29% 34% 
      

 
Note: All coefficients are p < .001, except for the effect of issue proximity among minimally 
ideological voters in 1992 and 2000 (which are superscripted as “ns”). 
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Figure 1. Effects of Issue Proximity, Party ID, and Perception of Candidate Character on 
Comparative Candidate Evaluation at Minimum, Mean, and Maximum Levels of Ideological 
Thinking. 
 

 

Issue Proximity Party ID Candidate Character

Min Mean Max
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24%
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Figure 2. Structural Equation Model Results of Pooled Data (1984-2000; excluding 1992).  
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Notes: Maximum likelihood estimates based on the correlation matrix.  Coefficients are standardized effects.  N = 5,710. CFI = .946. * p<.05, ** p<.01, *** 
p<.001.  Partisanship is allowed to exert an effect on character (significant path not shown).38  The following errors are allowed to co-vary: ideological 
thinking and ideological thinking × issue proximity, ideological thinking and ideological thinking × character, issue proximity and ideological thinking × 
issue proximity, and character and ideological thinking × character. 
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Appendix: Issues Included in the Measurement of Ideological Thinking and Issue Proximity, by 
Election (1984-2000).  Issues Included in Issue Proximity Scores are Asterisked.   
 
1984: 
 
v369: Ideology* 
v375: Government services/spending* 
v382: Minority aid*  
v388: Involvement in Central America* 
v395: Defence spending* 
v401: Social/economic status of women* 
v408: Cooperating with Russia* 
v414: Job assurance* 
v423: Abortion 
v1038: School prayer 
v1058: Government health insurance 
v1074: School busing 
    
 
1988:  
 
v228: Ideology* 
v302: Government services/spending* 
v310: Defence spending* 
v318: Government health insurance* 
v323: Job assurance*  
v332/v340: Aid to blacks/Aid to minorities* 
v368: Cooperation with Russia* 
v387: Women’s rights* 
v395: Abortion 
v852: Laws protecting homosexuals against job discrimination 
v854: Capital punishment 
v856: Affirmative action in hiring and promotion 
v868: School prayer 
v869: Black student quotas 
 
 
1992: 
 
v3509: Ideology* 
v3701: Government services/spending* 
v3707: Defence Spending* 
v3718: Job assurance* 
v3732: Abortion* 
v3724: Government support of social and economic position of blacks 
v3801: Women’s rights 
v5923: Laws protecting homosexuals against job discrimination  
v5925: Homosexuals serving in the army 
v5927: Gay adoption 
Appendix, continued. 
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1992, continued 
 
v5931: Government integration of schools 
v5933: Capital punishment 
v5935: Preferential hiring and promotion of blacks 
v5945: School prayer 
v5947: Black student quotas 
 
 
 
1996: 
 
v960365: Ideology* 
v960450: Government services/spending* 
v960463: Defence spending* 
v960479: Government health insurance* 
v960483: Job assurance*         
v960487: Aid to blacks*     
v960503: Abortion*  
v960519: Crime reduction* 
v960523:  Jobs vs. environment* 
v960537: Environmental regulation* 
v960543: Women’s rights* 
v961193: Laws protecting homosexual against job discrimination 
v961195: Homosexuals serving in the army 
v961197: Capital punishment 
v961208: Affirmative action in hiring and promotion 
v961214: School prayer 
v961217: Gun control 
 
 
 
2000: 
 
Face-to-Face Respondents: 
 
v000446: Ideology* 
v000545: Government services/spending* 
v000581: Defence spending*  
v000615: Job assurance*   
v000641: Aid to blacks* 
v000674: Affirmative action 
v000694: Abortion*  
v000707a or v000707b: Jobs vs. Environment* 
v000724: Homosexuals serving in the military 
v000731: Gun Control* 
v000748: Gay adoption 
v000749: Capital punishment 
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Appendix, continued. 
 
2000 Face-to-Face, continued. 
 
v000754a or v000754b: Women’s rights* 
v000771: Environmental regulation* 
v001478: Laws protecting homosexuals against job discrimination 
 
   
 
 
Phone Respondents:  
 
v000446: Ideology* 
v000550: Government services/spending* 
v000587: Defence spending*  
v000620: Job assurance*   
v000645: Aid to Blacks* 
v000674: Affirmative action 
v000694: Abortion* 
v000713: Jobs vs. Environment* 
v000724: Homosexuals serving in the military 
v000731: Gun Control* 
v000748: Gay adoption 
v000749: Capital punishment 
v000760: Women’s rights* 
v000776: Environmental regulation* 
v001478: Laws protecting homosexuals against job discrimination 
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